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Introduction 
In his monograph [l ], A. Cs.Asz.AR has given a generalization of topo-
logical, proximity, and uniform spaces which he calls syntopogenous spaces. 
He considered the To, T 1 , and T 2 separation axioms in this more general 
setting. In this paper we will extend his results by discussing the other 
separation axioms. 
We will assume throughout a familiarity with the definitions and 
notations used by Csaszar. References to the definitions and theorems 
in [1] will be given directly in the form used there. Thus, (14.12) refers 
to the twelfth theorem in Chapter Fourteen found on page 177 of [1 ]. 
Let us first recall the definitions given by Csaszar for the T 0 , Tr, and T 2 
separation axioms. A syntopogenous space [E, Y'] is called a 
T 0-space iff for x # y there exists some < E Y' such that x < E- {y} 
or y<E-{x}; 
T 1-space iff for x # y there exists some < E Y' such that x < E- {y}; 
T 2-space iff for x#y, x and y have disjoint neighborhoods, that is, 
there exists some < E Y' and D C E such that x < D < c E- {y }. 
Csaszar has shown that each of these properties is hereditary (14.14), 
product invariant (14.15), and preserved by homeomorphisms (14. 9,11,12). 
Thus each depends only on the classical topology associated with Y' 
(on g'tP) rather than on Y' itself. Naturally, each agrees in the case of 
a simple perfect syntopogenous structure (a topology) with the usual 
property for topological spaces. Clearly, every T 2-space is a T 1-space 
and every T 1-space is a T0-space. 
1. Definitions and elementary properties 
Let us suppose that [E, Y'] is an arbitrary syntopogenous space. We 
will denote by c(A) the closure of the subset ACE with respect to the 
topology associated withY'. The syntopogenous space [E, Y'] will be called 
Y'-reg'tllar iff for x ¢= c(A), x and A have disjoint Y'-neighborhoods, that 
is, there exists some < E Y' and D C E such that x < D < c E- A; 
Y'-completely regular iff for x ¢= c(A), there exists an (Y', £)-continuous 
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mapping f of E into R (the reals with the usual uniformity Jll') such 
that f(x) = 0 and f(y) = 1 for y E A; 
.9-normal iff for c(A) n c(B)=cp, A and B have disjoint .9-neigh-
borhoods, that is, there exists some < E .9 and D C E such that 
A<D<cE-B; 
.9-completely normal iff for An c(B) =cp=c(A) n B, A and B have 
disjoint .9 -neighborhoods; 
.9 -T3, .9 -T3', .9 -T4, or .9 -Ts iff [E, .9] is a T1-space which is 
.9-regular, .9-completely regular, .9-normal, or .9-completely normal, 
respectively. 
Each of the above definitions is certainly consistent with the usual 
definitions for topological spaces. Using the notion of .9-separated sets 
introduced in [2), we may show that the disjoint .9-neighborhoods 
required in the above definitions may actually be chosen to be .9-
separated. Recalling that two subsets P and Q of a syntopogenous space 
[E, .9] are .9-separated iff P<E-Q and Q<E-P for some < E .9, 
we may prove the following. 
Theorem 1. The .9-neighborhoods in the definitions of T 2, .9-
regularity, .9-normality, and .9-complete normality may be chosen to 
be .9 -separated. 
Proof. Suppose x¢c(A) so that x<E-A for some< EY in an 
.9-regular space [E, .9]. There must exist some <' E .9 and DC E 
such that x<' D<'c E-A. By (82), there exists some <" E .9 and 
P, Q C E such that x<" P<" D<"c E-Q<"c E-A. The subsets P and 
Q are the desired .9-separated .9-neighborhoods. For the other cases, 
the proofs are analogous. 
It is important to note that although the hypotheses in the above 
definitions (x ¢ c(A), c(A) n c(B)=cp, and An c(B)=cp=c(A) n B) are 
dependent only on the topology associated with .9 (on ,9tP) rather than 
on .9 itself, the .9-neighborhoods do depend directly on .9. Thus, if .9 
is a symmetric perfect syntopogenous structure associated with a uni-
formity, then an .9-neighborhood of a set A is a uniform neighborhood 
of A in the usual sense. The following example illustrates this distinction. 
Example. Let E=R, the real numbers, and for each positive number 
e let u. = {(x, y) : 0,;;;; y- x < e }. The collection 011 = {U. : e > 0} forms a 
base for a quasi-uniformity for the set E and so, by (7. 31), there is 
associated a biperfect syntopogenous structure .9 for E. The topological 
space associated with [ E, .9] has as a base for the family of open sets 
the collection of all half-open intervals of the form [a, b) and so it is a 
T 5-space. The syntopogenous space [E, .9], however, although a Tl-
space, is not an .9 -Ts-space. Indeed, as we shall show is stronger, it 
is not even .9-regular. In particular, if X= 1 and A= [0, 1), then x ¢ c(A) 
but every uniform neighborhood of A contains x, that is, for every e > 0, 
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the e-neighborhood of A is [0, 1 +e). Thus we may conclude that none 
of the axioms we have introduced is purely a topological notion. 
Although they are not dependent only on the topology, each of these 
axioms does depend only on the simple structure f/t. Since the !/-neigh-
borhoods of sets are exactly the same as the !/Lneighborhoods, this is 
immediate for !/-regularity, !/-normality, and !/-complete normality. 
For !/-complete regularity, the result depends on the following interesting 
generalization of the fact that proximities suffice to describe uniform 
continuity in metric spaces. 
If [E, §"]is a topogenic space, we will denote by§"* the quasi-uniform 
base associated with the least fine syntopogenous structure on E which 
generates §". This structure exists and is biperfect by (13. 53). 
Lemma. If I is a (§",§"')-continuous mapping of [E, §"] into 
[E', §"'], then I is uniformly continuous with respect to §"* and §"'*. 
Proof. By (13.54), an arbitrary member U'Eff'* is of the form 
U'A',B' where A'<' B' (where we let §" = { <} and§"'= { <'}). If we let 
I-1(A')=A and I-1(B')=B, then A<B by (10.2), and so UA,B Eff* by 
(13.54). Now suppose (x, y) E UA,B so that x E E-A or y E B. Then 
l(x)EE'-I(A)=E'-A' or l(y)EI(B)=B', and so (f(x),l(y))EU'A',B'· 
Thus I is uniformly continuous. 
Theorem 2. [E, !/] is 9'-regular, !/-completely regular, 9'-normal 
or 9'-completely normal iff [E, f/t] is f/Lregular, !/Lcompletely regular, 
!/Lnormal, or !/Lcompletely normal, respectively. 
Proof. As mentioned above, only the !/-complete regularity is not 
obvious. We first note that the mapping in the definition may be chosen 
to be into I= [0, 1] with the usual uniformity .7t' I I. A mapping I which 
is (!/t, .7t' I I)-continuous is (f/t, (£'I I)t)-continuous by (10.12). By 
the lemma, I is (f/t*, ( .7t' I I)t*)-continuous. By (15. 58), ( .7t' I I)t* ,_, .7t' I I, 
and [/t* < !/ by construction, and so I is (!/, .7t' I I)-continuous by 
(10.10). 
Thus each of the separation axioms we have introduced is an equimorphic 
invariant. In particular, for uniform spaces this means that the satisfying 
of one of these axioms depends on the associated proximity space, not 
on the particular uniformity. 
2. Additional properties 
Although each of Csaszar's axioms is hereditary, certainly !/-normality 
(and !/ -T4) cannot be since we have topological examples of normal 
spaces with non-normal subsets. On the other hand, it is clear from (9.11) 
that !/-regularity (and !/-Ta) is herediary, from (10.20) that !/-
complete regularity (and 9'-Ta') is hereditary, and from (9.11) that 
!/-complete normality is hereditary. 
In regard to implications between these axioms, we cannot expect that 
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every 9"-regular space is a T2-space nor that every 9"-normal space is 
9"-completely regular since we have topological counterexamples to 
these results. On the other hand, since x ¢:. c(A) implies that c( {x }) n c(A) = rp 
in a T1-space, it is clear that every 9"-Ta-space is a T2-space. The fact 
that every 9"-completely regular space is 9"-regular (and that every 
9"-Ta' -space is 9"-Ta) follows directly from the fact that there exists 
some< E :/e such that 0<(-oo, 1/2) and 1<(1/2, +oo). Also the fact 
that every 9"-completely normal space is 9"-normal (and that every 
9" -T5-space is 9" -T4) is obvious since disjoint closed sets are topologically 
separated. That every 9" -T4-space is 9" -Ta' follows from the next 
result which is analogous to Urysohn's Lemma for topological spaces. 
Theorem 3. A syntopogenous space [E, 9"] is 9"-normal iff for 
c(A) n c(B)=rp, there exists an (9", :/e)-continuous mapping f of E into 
R such that f(x) = 0 for x E A and f(x) = 1 for x E B. 
Proof. The sufficiency is obvious by the above argument for 9"-
complete regularity. Let us suppose that [E, 9"] is 9"-normal and that 
c(A) n c( B) = rp. We first note that P < Q for some < E 9" implies that 
PC i(Q), where i denotes the interior operator in the topological space 
associated with 9". From this it follows that in an 9"-normal space, 
c(P) n c(Q)=rp implies that there exist some < E 9" and set DC E 
such that 
c(P) < i(D) C c(D) < c i(E- Q). 
Now if we set Ao=c(A) and A1=E-c(B)=i(E-B), we have c(Ao) n 
n c(E- A1) = rp and so there exist some < 1 E 9" and set A112 C E such that 
c(Ao) < 1 i(A112) C c(A112) < 1c i(A1). 
Now we have c(Ao) n c(E-A112)=rp and c(A112) n c(E-A1)=rp and so 
there exists some < 2 E 9" and sets A114, Aa14 C E such that 
c(Ao) < 2 i(A114) C c(A114) < 2c i(A112) C c(A112) < 2 i(Aa14) C c(Aa.'4) < 2c i(A1). 
We may continue this process inductively obtaining a set Ar for every 
dyadic rational number r between 0 and l. Next we define a mapping 
f of E into R by setting f(x) =sup {r : x ¢:.A,) for each x E E where sup rp 
is taken to be 0. It is clear that f(x) = 0 for x E A and f(x) = 1 for x E B. 
We need only show, then, that f is (9", :/e)-continuous. Let e be an 
arbitrary positive number. We may choose an integer N such that 
2-N < e/4 and there will correspond the order < N E 9" as defined above. 
For any x E E we may let f(x) = y and there must exist dyadic rationals 
i=pf2q and j=mJ2n with i<j in (y, y+e) such that max {q, n}<N -1. 
Now i>y implies. that j-1(( -oo, y]) CAt while j<y+e implies that 
j-1(( -oo, y+e)) :J AJ. Now max {q, n}<N -1 implies that At<N A, and 
so j-1(( -oo, y])<N j-1(( -oo, y+e)) which, by (10.22) yields the (9", .f)-
continuity of f. The (9", .fc)-continuity of f follows by a similar con-
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struction. Thus, by (10.31) I is (9",.J18)-continuous, and so, by (10.35) 
and the fact that I is bounded, it follows that I is (9", J'f')-continuous. 
In regard to the product invariance of these axioms, we cannot expect 
that the product of 9"4-normal spaces will be 9"-normal nor that the 
product of 9"4-completely normal spaces will be 9"-completely normal 
(where 9" denotes the product structure defined in (11.4)) since we have 
topological examples of normal spaces whose product is not normal 
and of completely normal spaces whose product is not completely normal. 
Theorem 4. The product syntopogenous space [E, 9"] of spaces 
[E4, 9"A] is 9"-regular (9"-completely regular) iff each space [E·\ 9"A] is 
9"A-regular ( 9"A-completely regular). 
Proof. The necessity in each case follows from the fact that the 
axiom is hereditary and preserved by isomorphisms. Now let us suppose 
that each of the spaces {[E4, 9"4 ] :A. E A} is 9"4-regular and that 
x={x4}f/=c(E-B) in [E,9"]. Thus we have x<B for some< EY'. By 
(11.10), there must exist a finite subset A' C A, orders <A E g'A for 
A. E A', sets Bt C E fori E I= {1, ... , m}, and sets Bl C E4 for A. E A and 
i E I such that u,£IBi C B, Bi= >< Bl (i E I), x4 <A Bl (A. E A'; i E I), AEA 
and Bl=E.t (A.¢: A'; i E I), where we have used A ={x} in (11.10) and 
let Al= {xA} for A. E A' and Al=E.t otherwise. Since x4 <A Bl (A. E A'; i E I) 
and each [E4, 9"A] is y.t_regular, there must exist orders </ E y.t and 
sets Dl C E such that x?. < / Dl < ~c B,.t. Let us set Dt.t = E.t for A. fj:A' 
and i El. We will let Di= >< Dl for i E I and set D= u,E1Di. Now, AEA 
by (11.10), there must exist some <' E 9" such that x<' D. Let us now 
list A'={A.1 : j EJ} with J={1, ... , n}, define Kf;=E.t-Bi.t for A=AJ and 
equal to E.t otherwise, and define Hf; = E.t- Dl for A.= A.1 and equal to E 4 
otherwise. Furthermore, we will let Kii= >< Kf;, Hii= >< Hfi, AEA AEA 
K=r.,£IU;EJKtJ, and H=r.iEiuiEJHii· Since Dl<~cBl (A.EA';iEI) 
which means that E.t-Bt.t</ E.t-D/, K~ <~ H~ for all i and j. Again 
by (11.10), there must exist orders <ii E 9" such that Kii<ti H.!J. By 
Axiom (81), there exists some order < 11 E 9" finer than all the < ii· By 
Axiom (Q), K< 11 H and so E-B< 11 E-D. Finally, by Axiom (81), 
there exists some order < * E 9" finer than both < ' and < 11 , and we 
have x< * D< *c B, as desired. For 9"-complete regularity, using the 
same notation as above, if x.t <A Bl (A. E A'; i E I) and each [ EA, y.t] is 
y.t_completely regular, there must exist (9"\ J'f')-continuous mappings 
li.t of E.t into R such that 1/(x'-) = 0 and lt.t(y.t) = 1 for y4 ¢: Bl. Let us set 
ll equal to the constant mapping into zero for A.¢: A' and i E I. Now 
we may define a mapping I of E into R by setting, for each y E E, 
l(y) =max {(flo P.tHY) : A. E A and i E I}. Clearly, l(x) = 0, l(y) = 1 for 
y ¢: B, and I is (9", J'f')-continuous since each projection p;. is (9", 9".t)-
continuous. 
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3. Applications 
Since syntopogenous spaces are generalizations of topological, proximity, 
and uniform spaces, the above axioms may lead to new properties to be 
considered in these spaces. For topological spaces, these axioms reduce 
to the usual separation axioms. Indeed, since every 9"P-neighborhood 
of a set is an 9"-neighborhood of that set, if a syntopogenous space [E, 9"] 
is 9"-regular, 9"-completely regular, 9"-norma], or 9"-completely normal, 
then E with the associated topology is regular, completely regular, 
normal, or completely normal, respectively. 
The syntopogenous structures associated with both uniform and 
proximity spaces are all symmetric, and for such structures we have the 
following result. 
Theorem 5. Every symmetric syntopogenous space [E, 9"] is 9"-
completely regular (and hence also 9"-regular). 
Proof. Suppose x ¢ c(A) so that x<E-A for some < E 9". If we 
set Ao={x} and A1=E-A, then, by (82), there must exist some <1 E 9" 
and set A112 C E such that Ao < 1 A112 < 1 A1. Again by (82), there must exist 
some < 2 E 9" and sets A114, Aa/4 C E such that Ao < 2 A114 < 2 A112 < 2Aa14 < 2A1. 
We may continue this construction by induction obtaining a set Ar for 
every dyadic rational number r E [0, 1]. However, since 9" is symmetric, 
< = <c for every < E 9", and so the construction of the necessary 
mapping and the proof of its properties are identical to that part of 
the proof of Theorem 3. 
The example of the Euclidean plane R2 with the usual metric induced 
uniformity shows that not every symmetric (biperfect) syntopogenous 
space need be 9"-normal. In particular, the sets A= {(x, y) : xy= 1} and 
B= {(x, y) : xy= -1} are disjoint closed sets which are not contained 
in any disjoint 9"-neighborhoods, that is, uniform neighborhoods. Thus 
for uniform and proximity spaces we have introduced a new properties. 
It is interesting to note that every compact T2-space [E, 9"] is 9"-
normal. In the case of metric spaces, the notion of 9"-normality with 
respect to the associated biperfect symmetric syntopogenous structure 
(uniform base) agrees with the notion of a normal metric introduced 
by MR6WKA [3]. 
The Pennsylvania State University 
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